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Abstrat. Virtual prototyping plays a key role in modern ar engineering. Forvirtual test drives of entire ars in the omputer, mathematial and omputationalmodels of the vehile, the road, and the driver are presented. The numerial sim-ulation must be performed in real time for appliation in Hardware-in-the-Loopexperiments. Numerial results are presented for the ISO slalom test.1 IntrodutionAtive vehile ontrol units (ACU), suh as anti-lok braking systems (ABS)or eletroni stability programs (ESP), are used for improving the drivingomfort and safety of modern ars [1℄. Thus, the ar design and the dynam-ial driving properties (handling) beome more omplex than ever before.Therefore, every major auto manufaturer and most major automotive sup-pliers must use a virtual prototyping software to ut the produt developmenttime and ost, and to improve the design quality.To realistially \test drive" entire vehiles in the omputer, omputermodels of whole ars, omplete with suspensions, powertrains, engines, steer-ing mehanisms, and ative ontrol units are needed. The models must thenbe exerised under various road onditions in the omputer, performing ev-ery maneuver normally run on a test trak. Thus, handling harateristisof the physial prototype suh as body roll, ride quality inluding vibrationand bumps, vehile safety, and performane parameters an be predited pre-isely. Road parameters suh as weather and road surfae onditions, whihvary widely on physial test traks, an be ontrolled easily for virtual testdrives.Ative vehile ontrol units are feedbak ontrol systems whih require anintense testing for various road onditions and for various ar designs. Hard-ware-in-the-Loop (HIL) experiments provide eÆient, ost e�etive, and savetests for ACUs. Here, the ACU in a test bed is linked to a full ar dynam-is simulation in real time (Fig. 1). For rating the handling and driveabilityproperties of a virtual prototype, the performane of the losed loop ofdriver | vehile | environment



2 C. Chuholowski, M.V�ogel, O. von Stryk, T.-M.Woltermust be investigated ([26℄, Chap. 6.1).In this paper, we desribe speial models for the virtual vehile, the virtualdriver, and the virtual environment whih are well suited for HIL experiments.Numerial results for virtual test drives of a typial handling maneuver, theISO slalom test, with di�erently designed ars are given.2 The Virtual CarFor modelling the vehile dynamis, the ar and its omponents are desribedby mehanial systems that are interonneted by joints, and that move orartiulate in three dimensions. The mehanisms, linkages, or other mehanialsubsystems undergo large displaement motions. The e�ets of applied andinertial fores must be taken into aount.General purpose methods for multibody systems (MBS), suh as [3,13℄ or[18℄ (survey in [19℄), use the desriptor form for the equations of motion. Thevirtual prototype is desribed by a large-sale system of di�erential-algebraiequations (DAEs) of index 3 [21℄.Currently, no numerial methods for diret and reliable integration ofgeneral systems of index greater than two are available. Therefore, speialtehniques suh as index redution, oordinate partitioning, projetion et.have to be applied in order to beware of the \drift-o�" of the algebraionstraints [6,21℄.2.1 VEDYNA: Numerial Simulation of Full Car DynamisVEDYNA is a speial purpose method for vehile dynamis simulation inreal time [2℄. The ar is modelled as a multibody systems, i. e., a systemof rigid bodies with kinemati joints and fore elements (springs, dampers,ative omponents), linked with suitable tire models, models for the steeringmehanism and the powertrain. In VEDYNA as few parts as possible andas many parts as neessary are hoosen for the MBS, in order to redue theomputational time needed for the numerial simulation.The numerial simulation of large MBS with general purpose methodssuh as [3,13,18,19℄ may be very time onsuming. The omputation of one realtime seond of full ar dynamis may in some ases take up to 8000 seondsCPU-time on a modern workstation with a general purpose method [23℄. Thegeneral purpose methods might be suitable for highly detailed simulationswhere omputational time is not ruial. However, a fast omputation isadvantageous for virtual prototyping, and an be obtained by utilizing thespeial struture of the ar model for the numerial simulation.VEDYNA is real time apable, i. e., the omputation of one seond ofvehile dynamis takes less than one omputational seond on a reasonablehardware. The omputation is up to three orders of magnitude faster thangeneral purpose methods. This enormous speedup is ahieved by utilizing the



Virtual Test Drives of Cars 3struture of the problem in every step of modelling and simulation, and byusing a multi-proessor hardware for the omputation. A tailored MBS model,optimized programs for the equations of motion, and a tailored numerialintegration method lead to a fast, reliable, and realisti simulation tool.The dynamial model of VEDYNA onsists of three basi parts: a sys-tem of rigid bodies for the ar struture, a submodel for the drive train,and submodels for the steering mehanism and the tires. The MBS for thear struture onsists of one body for the vehile itself, four so-alled wheelbodies and four wheels. That makes a total of nine rigid bodies. The wheelbodies are used to desribe the masses of the axles moving relative to thevehile body, whereas the wheels are attahed to the wheel bodies with onerotational degree of freedom [17℄. As part of the MBS the wheels are on-sidered to be rigid bodies, sine their inertias with respet to the axes ofrotation do not hange signi�antly. Therefore, the deformation of the tiresis not onsidered within the MBS. However, the tire deformation a�ets thedynamial behavior of the system. Therefore, spring and damper elementsare used to desribe the lateral, longitudinal, and vertial deformation of thetires for omputing the tire fores by a semi-empirial tire model [9,14,17℄.2.2 Equations of MotionFollowing the approah of [17℄, the equations of motion are derived usingJourdain's Priniple. Speial minimal oordinates and generalized veloitiesare hoosen. This results in a minimal number of ordinary di�erential equa-tions (ODEs) (6), (7), with a full mass matrix MV for the vehile struture.In general purpose methods [13,18,19℄, general oordinates are used re-sulting in DAEs of index 3. The advantages are the resulting almost diagonal,easy to invert mass matries. The prie to pay numerially are the algebraiequality onstraints whih have to be handeled by the numerial integrationmethod. On the other hand, VEDYNA utilizes the struture of the multibodysystem, i. e., the struture of the full mass matriesMS (steering mehanism),MP (powertrain), and MV (vehile MBS), to solve eÆiently the linear sys-tems (2), (4), (6) for the derivatives of the generalized veloities. The ODEformulation obtained by minimal oordinates turns out to be advantageous,sine the basi vehile strutures are well known.The basi equations of motion in VEDYNA onsist of 24 �rst order ODEsfor the dynamial behavior of the vehile body and the axles (Eqs. (6) and(7)) and 8 ODEs for spring and damper elements desribing the deviations ofthe tires (Eq. (1)). The dynamial model (Eqs. 4) and (5)) of the powertrainonsists of 19 ODEs inluding the four equations for the angular veloitiesof the wheels. Five additional ODEs desribe the dynamis of the steering



4 C. Chuholowski, M.V�ogel, O. von Stryk, T.-M.Woltermehanism (Eqs. (2) and (3)):D _yT = Fstat � C yT (1)MS _zS = QS(yS ; zS) (2)_yS = VS zS (3)MP _zP = QP (yP ; zP ) (4)_yP = VP zP (5)MV _zV = QV (yV ; zV ; yS; zS ; yP ; zP ) (6)_yV = K�1V (yV ) zV (7)Here, yT : IR! IR8 denotes the oordinates for the lateral and longitudi-nal deviations of the tires. The matries D and C are diagonal matriesof damping and sti�ness oeÆients. The vetor Fstat desribes the foresomputed by a statial, semi-empirial tire model. We have generalized,minimal oordinates yS : IR ! IR2 (steering), yP : IR ! IR7 (power-train), yV : IR ! IR12 (vehile) and generalized veloities zS : IR ! IR3,zP : IR ! IR12, zV : IR ! IR12. The equations for the steering model, thepowertrain model, and the vehile struture are treated as separate systems,where only ouplings via the generalized fores QV our. I. e., the weakouplings between the subsystems in the total mass matrix are negleted re-sulting in three \independent" mass matriesMS ,MP , andMV . Some termsof the right hand side with seond and higher order derivatives of the minimaloordinates an be negleted without a signi�ant loss of auray [17℄.The tire fores have a large impat on the dynamial behavior of a ar. Theapplied semi-empirial tire model desribes the behavior of a real tire [9,17℄.About 80 parameters, whih an be measured or estimated, enter the modelfor eah tire in VEDYNA. The model overs di�erent driving situations,inluding e�ets at the driving limits suh as sliding and spinning.The di�erential equations are solved eÆiently by a tailored, semi-impliit,one-step Euler method [17℄. By utilizing the speial struture of the ODEs,the numerial integration is quite fast and suÆiently aurate. The numerialintegration an be performed on a low-ost parallel omputer, e. g., a dSPACEPC-board with �ve TI-40 proessors. Thus, the numerial simulation an beperformed in real time even for stepsizes of less than 1ms. Two proessors areneeded for the omputation of the tire fores, two more proessors omputethe axle dynamis. The master proessor does the remaining omputationsand ontrols the simulation (see Fig. 1).2.3 Hardware-in-the-Loop ExperimentsA new omponent of a physial prototype, e. g., an ACU, an be tested eÆ-iently and safely under various road onditions and for various ar designsin an HIL test bed. Only the omponent to be tested has to be present as
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Fig. 1. An example for a Hardware-in-the-Loop: A braking system with an ABSontrol unit linked to the parallel simulation of the vehile dynamis in real time.the physial prototype, whereas the ar (vehile dynamis), the environment(road, weather) and the driver (guidane sheme) are simulated by the om-puter software. Thus, to realistially test drive a virtual prototype, also avirtual driver and a virtual road are needed (see Sets. 3 and 4).In HIL test beds even long term \test drives" an be performed withoutleaving the laboratory. Therefore, full ar dynamis simulation in real timemust be linked to the test bed (Fig. 1). The unit to be tested, e. g., an ABSontrol unit, reeives \sensor" signals from the simulated ar ride in the sameway as from the physial one. The output and the e�et of the ative ontrolunit, e. g., the brake pressures, are measured and provided as an input to thesimulation (see Fig. 1). Standard handling maneuvers for ride omfort andhandling must be investigated in the omputer, suh as the ISO/FDIS 3888lane hange maneuvers, the ISO 7975 braking in a turn maneuver, the ISOslalom test (Set. 5), or the \moose test".3 The Virtual EnvironmentFor the realisti test drive of a virtual ar, various weather and road ondi-tions must be onsidered. A virtual, but realisti road model is needed fordesribing publi roads and test ourses. Also, three-dimensional driving ef-fets suh as banked urves, hills, and bumpy roads must be modelled. Thesmoothness of the road surfaes may also vary. Tration values of the road



6 C. Chuholowski, M.V�ogel, O. von Stryk, T.-M.Woltersurfae depend on weather onditions (dry, wet, or iy road). Any realistiroad model must satisfy these requirements.For use with VEDYNA, we developed a tailored and parameterized roadmodel [24℄. The ourse of the road is de�ned by the enter stripe whihis a pieewise de�ned urve. Its urvature is a pieewise linear funtion ofthe ar length. A variable transverse pro�le is added for representing three-dimensional road properties suh as bumps and dips. The parameters of thetransverse pro�le desribe di�erent weather onditions by di�erent trationvalues. The atual tire model is seleted online depending on these parame-ters [2℄. The road model is easy-to-use. A realisti road an already be ob-tained with quite few parameters, although the level of detail an be adapted.This road model is suitable for real time simulation. We refer to [24℄ for de-tails.Wind fores and moments result in external fores applied to the multi-body system of the ar [14,17℄.4 The Virtual DriverThe virtual driver must simulate the ontrol ations of a vehile's driver |steering, braking, aelerating, gear shifting, and operating the luth | asthe vehile undergoes a variety of maneuvers. In this ontext, we do notwant to investigate the spei� biomehanial or psyhologial behavior ofa human driver. A synthetial driver is needed instead for investigating the\objetive" handling properties of the virtual prototype. Also, informationan be used for the virtual driver whih a human driver usually does not have(and annot use diretly) suh as tration values at the tires or the exat sideslip angle. However, the online guidane sheme, i. e., the virtual driver, mustbe able to guide the virtual ar, i. e., the full ar dynamis simulation, at thedriving limits lose to the performane of human test drivers with physialprototypes on a losed ourse.A new guidane sheme [24,25℄ has been developed for use in ombina-tion with the vehile dynamis simulation program VEDYNA (Set. 2.1). Asdemonstrated by several omputed test drives, the virtual driver is able toguide the virtual ar along a nominal path on a virtual road at a high speedand in extreme maneuvers where skidding and sliding e�ets take plae.The syntheti driver is based on a nonlinear position ontrol of the en-ter of gravity of the ar on the road. The input of the ontrol law is theatual position and the veloity of the enter of gravity and their set points(\targets") [12,24,25℄.The nonlinear ontrol law is derived by using a single trak model of aar [16℄, and the theory of nonlinear system deoupling and ontrol originallydeveloped for robot ontrol [7,8℄. The output of the ontrol law are values ofthe front lateral fore and the longitudinal fore whih have to be ahievedby hoosing appropriate steering angles and brake or gas pedal positions ofthe virtual ar.
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Fig. 2. The omputed ISO slalom tests with a standard sports utility ar (on theleft hand side) and an overloaded ar (on the right hand side).
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Fig. 3. The omputed path of the enter of gravity of the ar during the �rst virtualISO slalom test.The set point for the enter of gravity travels along a nominal path. Itsveloity history an either be presribed in advane or an be omputed onlinedepending, e. g., on the parameters of the virtual ar and the properties ofthe road suh as the urvature [24,25℄. Although the simulation of a humandriver's behavior is not intended, a performane lose to human test driversis desired, e. g., to guide a ar aurately along a nominal path even at a highspeed. Spinning of the ar or similar e�ets are faed by appropriate pedalpositions and steering angles. In �rst virtual test drives, the guidane shemedid keep the enter of gravity near the nominal path in various situations atthe driving limits.5 Virtual Test Drive of the ISO Slalom TestVirtual test drives of typial handling maneuvers inlude the ISO single anddouble lane hange maneuvers, the ISO slalom test, or the now famous \moosetest". Here, we investigate the performane of a standard sports utility arundergoing the ISO slalom test. The ones are plaed equidistantly at a dis-tane of 23m. The presribed drive-through speed is 55km/h (about 34mph).The vehile mass is 1600kg, the wheel base is 2.6m, and the wheel trak is1.5m.The �rst virtual test drive is performed with the standard ar, whoseenter of gravity is 0.67m above the ground. For the seond test drive weassume a muh higher position for the enter of gravity, namely 0.90m abovethe ground. This an be aused by a heavy load on the top of the ar. Thenthe axle design is not tailored to the new position of the enter of gravity.The set point for the horizontal position of the enter of gravity of the artravels through the ones along a sine funtion with a maximum amplitude
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Fig. 4. The omputed roll angle of the ar during the �rst virtual ISO slalom test.of 1.9m at the ones. During the omputed test drive, the virtual driverkeeps the enter of gravity lose to the set point and therefore the ar followsthe same sine funtion. The well designed ar passes the slalom test withouttroubles, although the maximum roll angle (� 8Æ) is quite large (see Figs. 3and 4). The bad designed ar has the same suspension tuning, but its enterof gravity is 0.23m higher. This ar fails the slalom test at the same speed(see Fig. 2). Already at the �rst one, the roll angle beomes too large andthe ar ips over.6 ConlusionsFor rating the performane of ative vehile ontrol units by virtual testdrives in Hardware-in-the-Loop test beds, omputer models for the virtualar, the virtual environment, and the virtual driver are presented. Numerialand omputational results for a standard handling maneuver demonstratethe eÆieny of this approah.Referenes1. Akermann, J. (ed.): Regelungstehnik im Auto. at { Automatisierungstehnik44 (1996) 52. Anonymous: VEDYNA User's Guide. TESIS DYNAware GmbH, M�unhen(1997)3. Anonymous: ADAMS: Mehanial Dynamis, In., http://www.adams.om/4. Donges, E.: Experimentelle Untersuhung und regelungstehnishe Model-lierung des Lenkverhaltens von Kraftfahrern bei simulierter Stra�enfahrt.Darmstadt: Tehnishe Hohshule, Diss. (1977)
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